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I NTF.ODUC~f'ION 
I 
I 
, Ii 
Lecte.tion ~urves of dairy cows heve been studied by deiry scien-
tists for many rers. The effects of various hereditary end non-hered-
i tary influencel~ on the lectetion cU!'Ve heve been observed. Factors 
I 
have been devel~ped to standardize production to a common basis, cor-
recting for dif erances ~n Rge,' length of lact(ltion, milkinge per day, 
gestation and e'vironmentlD 
I 
Observetio:s and studies have been mvde on 1brbe numbers of cO~SG 
However, they r:present avereees and do not apply very specifically to 
anyone cow or 0 c,ny one herd of co",s g 
The de,iry herd ~t the Utah P.griculture,l Experiment Station farm 
1 
vss established: in 19240 '·11 cows heva been purebred Holst-eins 
since 1938. Fot the entire period records have been kept on daily 
milk weights, tt,ice monthly butterfet tests, and monthly, 305-dey, 
Bnd total lactation. summaries o These records:afford an opportunity 
to study effectr of different veriE .. bles within a single herd \lith pro-
duction records on sufficient number of CO,WB to m6ke e.nalysis poss! hIe. 
This stUdy 'Wss initiated to determine the effects of age, gestB-
tion, ses'.son of freshening, ~nd different periods of time on the 18c-
, tation curves 0 the co~s in this herd. Information for this study 
vas obtained fr m the production records from 1939 to 1953 inclusive. 
2 
llEV"l Ei.~ OF LI TEP..f~ TURE 
StHndardizing production l'ecords of de-iry CO'l"JS for' vAriou.s in-
fluencirw lectors he.s been of int.erest to dairymen for many years 8 
The first studies were observ£:tions of the [enerzl trend of the l£c-
tation curve. ~i8.ecker (1903) studied 239 lactation records and con-
eluded thElt ni1e-tenths of the C0\o15 IDs.de their highest weekly pro-
duction during the first month of lectatiollo Host of these cows made 
their highest week I s milk production the third week e.i"1.er freshenil1t=-. 
The highest week 1 s buttel'fat production occurred the second weeko 
I 
i 
On t.he average,~ little difference \-Jas found between the second and 
third weekis productiorl o CO'Ws reached their peak in fat production 
before they did in milk production. 
Eckles (1938) concluded that generally the highest daily milk 
yield was produced during the second month. 
~ibl1 (1912) observed the lacta.tion records of 398 Holstein, 
Guernsey, and J~rsey cows and found that milk production was highest 
I 
shortly after parturition. After the peak 'Wes reached, he noted that 
production decreased slowly until near the end of lectetion ~hen a 
marked diminutit; n in milk flow occurred prior to drying off IJ He esti-
mated the decre' se in milk yield to be 5 per cent per month from the 
I 
I 
second to the s~venth month, 10 per cent for the eighth month, 13 per 
cent for the hibth, and 20 per cent for the tenth month with cows bred 
to freshen in apout one year o Reductions in fat production for the 
same periods 'Were estimated to be 6, 9, 11, and 15 per canto 
3 
respectively" 
studies by iGrady (1917) in~icBted thet on the everefe cO.'Ws can be 
I 
expected to dec~ease in milk yield .shout 6 to 7 per cent per month for 
the first eight:months after.reechine their peak. Hr found that but-
terfat percentages veried but little during the first four months of 
production and then increased gradually as the lectetion advanced. 
Turner U 81. (~923) found that the decline in production s.fter the 
maximum is fldrly unifonn .. 
I 
~ith farrow Guernsey co~s, each month is 
I 
milk Productionlwes about 
nancy caused a more rapid 
94 per cent of the preceding month is, Pree-
decline during the lest two or three months 
of lactation. They found that the twelfth month's production 'Was about 
50 per cent of the maximum month's pr.oduction. Turner fl.nd Ragsdale 
(1924) observed .thet fet production declined in a fsirly tmiform way 
I 
with the advanc~ of the lactation periode 
I 
The rate oj. rise in milk production after parturition becomes 
less and less a II it rsaches the maximum, 8 c cord ing to Turner {1926}. 
¥llien all other Qondltlons were uniform, the monthly milk or fat pro-
duetton was a constant percentage of the preceding month's production, 
efter the peak was reached. .He found the average per cent of persis-
tency of secretion during the decline of milk flow to be the best 
quantitative index of persistency of production. Decause the fet per 
cent increases as the flow of milk declines durine the lactation, per-
sistency of fat Iproductlon is greBter than persistency of milk pro-
I ' . duction. Turner,
l
: pointed out that to obtain B persistency index which 
will beat represient the inheritance. for milk prod~ction, it is neces-
{~~.~ 
sary to exclude<thet pe.rt of the lactation 'Which is ma.rkedly influenced 
by environmenta~ factors. This may be noted by marked deviation from 
! 
4 
the average. He concluded thet the amount of deviF.tion from the aver-
age was a good index of the environmental factors of various kinds on 
milk secretion. He developed persistency indexes, giving monthly pro-
duction as a per cent of the production of the preceding month. He 
observed that the two chief factors associated with total milk and 
butter fat production were: 1) yield during the maximum month and 2) 
rete of declin~! in production. A method wes devised for estimating 
total productiop from the highest month's production. 
Carmon n h. (1942) found the persistency index on 1289 D~iry' 
Herd Improvemen~ J\s80cilltion records in Iowa to be 91.0 per cent, 
I 
using Turner's method of calculation. On 400 records of the Holstein 
I 
herd at Iowa St~te College, they found 8 persistency index of 92.3 
per cent. 
Predicting yearlY ~ ten-month records fI2m short ~ records 
Studies bYI Ya.pp (1919) indicated that the correlation betveen the 
i 
seven-day test .. nd yearly production was not hieh.. Gaines (1927) sup-
ported this in ~is work, but indicated that seven-day tests during the 
fourth and fifth months were most indicative of yearly production .. 
Turner and Ragsdale (1924) developed conversion fectors (fat 
b8.sis·) for predicting 365-day lactation records from production of 
shorter periods, The conversion factors presented were the ratio of 
total productio:p during the 365 days to the cumulative production at 
monthly interva~s. 
I 
Multiplica~ive facto.rs developed by Cannon et ala (1942) showed 
I --
a high correlation between predicted yield and actual yield. These 
factors were based on one day tests in different months of the lsc-
tation. Tests tAken during the fifth month of lactation gave the most 
dependvble prediction of total yield. In eddition to these multipli-
I 
cative fectors they developed linear regression equBtions of the form 
Y = ax f b for predicting totel production of fat from each separate 
month's production BS well as from the production of the test day of 
any month of the lactation. They also found the percentage each 
month f S production 'Was of the tote.l and the per cent ea ch month's 
production Yas of the preceding month's. , 
Kendrick (195J) reported that in 1935 the JD5-dBY lactation re-
cord was ,adopted by the fmericsn Dairy Science Association for use in 
I 
5 
the Dairy Herd Improvement AssocietionVs sire proving program. records 
were reported from the stDtes to the Bureau of Dairy Industry for the 
first 305-days of the cows lactation period. This ~as done to mini-
mi-ze the effect of variation in length of lectf:tion and reduce the 
influence of gestation. Also, 305 days most nearly represented the 
length of lactations in most herds. 
I 
A~e conversion factors 
In order to compare records of covs of different ages and dif-
ferent lactations of the same cows, it is necessary to consider the 
difference in production due to age or maturity. Pltho~;h Gaines 
tl u. (1947) sUggested that the incr~Bsed production up to maturity 
was more re18t~ to body size than age, a[e conversion factors are 
i generally used to adjust these differences in production. Some of 
I 
the earliest iF-litors for this purpose ~ere developed by Turner and 
Ragsdale (1924) I 
I 
Ward and C~pbell (1938) analyzed the records of 702 Jersey 
i 
cows thBt had completed six consecutive lactstions under average 
herd condltions[irt New Zealand. They found no evidence that milk 
production increased on a percentage addition basis from early age 
to maturity. They suggested instead, that the increase was best rep-
resented by a regression formula of the neture X • BY f b where X 
equals mature production and Y ~nature production. 
6 
Lush a.nd Shrode (1950) pointed out that production increB.Set1 with 
the COWiS age at an ever decreasing rete until about six to eight years 
of age, vhen maximum production wss reached. They developed multiplics-
tive age conversion factors for Holstein cows based on comparisons of 
production by COVIS in consecutive lactations" Their factors applied 
I 
equally well to; cows milked two or three times daily" 
I 
Petersen (:1950) reported considerable variation, but observed 
I 
that two year old heifers might be expected to produce 70 to 77 per 
cent of their production at maturity. Second calf cows at three yesrs 
of age should ptoduce 80 to 87 per cent of their mature production; 
third celf' cows! at five years of sfe, 98 per cent; at seven yea.rs, 
100 per cent of i. their mature production. Both fS.t and milk production 
tended to lower I e.fter 10 yeaTS of age .. 
The Buree.u~ of Da.iry Ina.ustry has developed age conversion fac-
tors for standardizing De.iry Herd Improvement l,S8ociatlon records. 
Kendrick (1953): states that in 19.35 a set of iiell breed" age conver-
sian 'factors we~e developed from records then aveileble. By 1941 
enough producti'cpn records had accumulated so that ege conv~rsion fec-
I 
tors could be developed to take eRrs of some of the breed differences .. 
A separate set tf fectors was developed for each of the Ayrshire, 
Guernsey, Jersey, end Holstein breeds.. One set was developed for the 
Bro"Wn Swiss and Milking Shorthorn breeds combineda ft.ll breed fa.ctors 
were combined f9T developing factors for converting records of cows of 
mixed breeding.. Ne~ factors published in 1953 were based on 30S-any 
7 
IBctation records reported to the Bureau from 1945 to 1952. For the 
Holstein factors, Herd Test records from the Holstein - Friesis.n P,8socia-
tion ~ere also used. 
As pointed out by He.rrison (1952), afe conversion fectors mey be 
misleading for individual animsls because of the devi~tion from the 
average. flso, mature production of early maturing heifers may be 
overestimated and that of slo~ maturing heifers underestimated by 
factoring early records to B mature equivalent bBSis o Nevertheless, 
305-d8Y mature ~quivB1ent records have greater repeatability than 
I 
I 
I 
record s of actuEll 305-day or 365-day production records .. ' Kendrick 
(1935) sho~ed thet mature equivalent records measured a sire's trans-
mitting e,bllitY,'With greeter accurf;.cy then other methods. 
Effect 2! fest8~ion 
! 
Dairymen h~ve long been eware of the tendency for most cows to 
, 
, 
drop off sharpli in milk production dm'ing the letter part of the 
I 
Ii 
gestation perio~. Many heve reesoned that this decline is due to the 
I' 
I 
nutrient requirements of the developing fetuB& 
Eckles (1916) concluded that the nutrient requirements of the 
bovine fetus ere so small that measurement is impossible by usuel 
maintenance trial techniques. This, he believed, wes due to the small 
i ~ 
amount of dry mtitter contained in the fetus end its accompanying mem-
branes. The d1 matter in a Jersey calf at birth \laa found to be 
equivalent to t1e dry matter in 110 to 170 pounds of Jersey milk. In 
a Holstein calf ~I the dry matter Wf/S equal to that in 200 to 275 pounds 
of Holstein mi~. Cnly 15 to ,20 pounds of dry m5tter ere in the fetus, 
I 
I 
fluids, end membranes of a Jersey calf at birth, end .only 20 to 25 
pounds of dry matter in the Holstein calf, fluids, E:nd membranes. 
8 
Maintenance trials reported by Hills (1922) show that a reletively 
small draft is made on ingested carbohydrBtes. for fetel construction 
if one considers only the ult~ate product.and does not consider the 
requirements of: the metabolic processes e.ssociated with the construc-
tion. Hoyever, the protein requirement vas calculated to be approxi-
mately 10 per cent of the digestible protein intake. 
Turner (1923) observed that pregnancy CBuses a more rapid decline 
in milk production in the last two or three months of lectation. 
I 
In 1924, ~.gsdale ~!l. compared the l~ctation curve of pregnant 
and farrow cows. They found a similar decline in milk production in 
the two groups during 'the first five months of gestation of the prep-
ne.nt group. ".tter tne fifth month the pregnant cows decree sed more 
I 
rapidly in production than the farrow covs. Cows were compered ~hen 
bred at diffe~nt stages of lactation. .11th all eres and classes 
combined, they:observed a decrease of 40 pounds of fat between cows 
I 
I pregnant not tq: exceed 50 days as compared to cows pregnant over 250 
I 
deys in a 12~onth lactations ~~lk reduction was 480 to 800 poundso 
'They noted that nutrient requirements of the fetus are very small in 
the first months of pregnancy. ~fter the fourth or fifth months, the 
fetus has developed sufficiently to require appreciable amounts of 
nutrients for growth and maintenance. They found that the nitrof,en 
requirement gr~atly increased during the. eighth and ninth months ot 
i pregnancy. I, 
!. 
Studies b~ Gs.ines and Davidson (1926) indicB.ted thB.t after· tHe 
I 
fetus reaches the fourth month the increase in the per cent fs~ ih 
I 
the milk is abdve the normal increase due to Rdvence in the st$ge of 
lactation. Th~y developed factors to standardize production records 
.. 
!' .• 
9 
for cows pregne.nt 200 to 280 days to a 305-<lay ferroy basis. The de-
cline in milk pvoduction in lete pregnancy was credited to the inhihit-
ing effect of El.!hormone appearing about the fifth month of gestation. 
They regarded this physiological inhibition BS the main cause of lower 
milk yield reth~'r than the draft of the fetus on the nutrients of the 
blood. 
Becker and J.rnold (1935) found thCi.t gestation exerted e greeter 
effect on the fAt per cent in milk than the season of the year did. 
Eckles (1938) reported th~t the farrow COY holds up better in 
production than :one cBrrying e calf. He·steted that the decline in 
rd .. 1k production!efter the anirnElls reach the sixth month in gestetion 
is the result of hormones produced by tbe overies.. These hormones 
inhibi t the sec~etion of lectofenic hormones by the pi tui te.ry e1Bnd. 
Eckles est1mstedi a 19 per cent decrease in production in cows bred to 
I 
I 
calve in 12 to 1,5 months when compared to farrow cows. 
! 
Petersen (~:950) noted that milk production decreased due to 
gestl:1tion in aJut the fifth month of pregnancy end contirlu~d with 
increasing rvte until p8rturition. Individuel cows were observed to 
vary £reatly~ He Leve two reasons·for this decline: 1) added nutri-
ants required for the development of. the fetus, competing with milk 
production; 2) the secretion of e.n inhibiting hormone Ba prernancy 
i 
edve.nces.. cr the t'Wo he r~ted the letter BS being of gree.ter imper-
II 
tance.· He pointl~d out thet relatively snie11 ern.ounta of nutrients are 
required for bui!~ing the fetus, due to the smell dry metter content. 
i j , 
Ho'Wever, the fet~s must be maintained. 1~ Ithough the mc·intensnce re-
I 
i 
quirernents are ~ot known, he esserted that they VJould "proba.bly 
I 
i 
flpproximate il thel requirements of f' erowing Dnimal of proportionate 
10 
sizeo 
'seasonal vpriations in ~ £.DS. ret production 
t.ccoroing io Turner (1923) seasonel v(l.riat~ons in production sre 
caused primarily by vEl.riotioTl5 in tel.2pere.ture and nt~tri tiona He fou.nd 
tlw.t COYS calving in the fall or winter generally equB.led or exceeded 
1 
the Dverage proqIuction for ell lflctetions st\ldied. rhose calving in 
the spring e.nd ~~1Irler were renerelly belo'W G.verare in prod uction. 
From a tabille.tion of over 10,000 Dairy Herd Improvement lssociB-
tion ·records r :~~Do\lel1 (1927) showed that. on the everege. those COlIS 
I 
I, 
\,fhich freshened!' in et'rly fell and winter produced 11 per cent more 
uilk, 11 per cent more butterfet, 8.nd 11 per cent more income than 
those the.t freshened in the spring end summer, 
Peaver oro I I'1atthe'Ws (1928) found the percentages of fat in milk 
I 
varied with seo$onal changes" The highest tests "'...rere obtnined during 
the first half of vinter 
! 
~; 
second heIr of ~ur!'Jller or 
rerression coer}icionts, 
I 
or JenuEl.ry; the lO'\Jeet tests were- in the 
~ueust [:nd eerly Septemb0.!'" .p s meEJ.5ured by 
butterfat tests \>.tere affected more by envi-
ronmental temperatures than by other fectors. 
,n., study of 68,000 records by Cannon (1933) showed thet co\::,s 
freshening in N~vember h~.d the highest B.verar.e milk yield.. A gradual 
decrec.se in totel production was noted in COltlS rresheniIlf ea.ch month 
I 
from November tp June. From June to November the group freshening 
i 
ec.ch month had t hicher total production thr.n those freshening the 
preceding monthl Cennon calculated the weighted means of butterfe.t 
B.nd milk production ",lith these 68,000 record3. He also developed 
factors for standardizing records for see.sonal varifition. Only 
i 
records of cows! thct were in the herd for 8. full year \Vera used. 
11 
Becker and ~rnold (1935) found that the fat per cent in milk from 
"", 
Jersey cows varied almost inversely vith the temperature. The lowest 
percentages were in August and the highest vere in December. Fckles 
(1938) c6nciuded that the variation between seasons was due to tempera-
ture and weather rather than feeds. Cows fed "typical winter diets 
d~ing the summer months still had lower butterfat production than 
cows on the ~ame ration during winter months. He reported that fall 
freshening resulted in the highest milk production together vith the 
highest butterf~t test of any ot the seasons. 
The observJ,tions of PeterSen (1950) 'Were similar to those given 
i 
previously. He :noted that several studies indicated that temperature 
, 
variations may bring greater variations in fat per cent than advancing 
lecta tion. Theist test of high testing breeds may lower as much as 
1.1 per cent in:hot weather. Lo~er testing breeds may lower as much 
as 0.6 per cent •• 
i 
~ of correctfon factors 
I 
Thus it can be demonstrated that there are 8 variety of conditions 
that influence the lactation, many of which have been studied. Lush 
and Shrode (1950) paint out that the primary purpose of correction 
factors is to remove the phenotypic differences that exist because 
environmental co'nd1 tiona are not standard. P.ny differences caused by 
I 
things inherent rn the covs ought not to be removed from the records 
by the correctior factors. The environmental and inherited causes of 
differences in p~oduction are frequently confounded, making it diffi-
" i 
cult, if not tmpbsslble, to separate the t~o. 
12 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Source 2l'~ 
The data for this study were taken from the production records of. 
cows at the Utah'Agricultural Experiment Station dairy farm from 1939 
to 1953. These'records consisted of daily milk weights, twice monthly 
fat tests, and 30-day, 305-day, and total lactation summaries. Cnly. 
the first 300-day period of the lBctation was studied, this being 
divided into te~ 30~ay periods. Records of less then 300 days have 
not been used. : Mbnthly milk production records were rounded to the 
nearest ten pounds and the butterfat to the nearest whole pound. 
Comparisons 
Three hundred twenty-one records were tabulated. Total monthly 
production was ~etermined as well as cumulative totals for each month 
during the ten-~onth period. Average production for milk and butterfat 
was computed, month by month and totaled and compared to the high and 
low lactation records in pounds per month, per cent each month's 
production vS.s of the previous month's. per cent each month IS pro-
duction was of the total production, month to month cumulative pro-
duction and cum~ative per cent of production, and per cent each 
month's production was of the first month's. From the cumulative 
i 
I 
percentages, tettors were developed tor estimating a ter.~onth 1ac-
tstion trom sh0ter periods, given the ectue1 production trom parturi-
tion to B.nd including. any given month. 
statistical procedures for analysis of variance end deriving coefficients 
i 
For the statistical analysis, lactation curves were expressed by 
".' '!, 
a series of coefficients usihr, the method of orthogonal polynomials 
developed by Fi~her (1948)G These distribution coefficients'vere 
developed by us~ng tabular vBlues of orthofon~l polynomipls of de-
gree up to 4 fot ten points eiven by Fisher And Yates (1949)" Each 
! 
of these power coefficients are independent of each other, therefore, 
they were treated e.s dependent vE:.riebles for the remainder of the 
anelysis. 
Hathen;E;ticel ~ f.lli definition Q£ terms 
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./1 =~w I- Ill si I- "282 I- "3<':; I- "4S4 1-'''iTl I- -';T2 1-11'3 I- YIP I-
y 2ft2 I- J'1(1 f. ~2G2 (1) 
/-' i 
Where: i = ~ny one of the distribution coefficients expressing 
veri~tion in the Y va.riable 
/' ':. an overall effect 
w = 1 for [.11 observations 
tll ": .pffect of Season i (February, ~vf8rch, April) 
51 = }. for ell enimels c~lving in See.son 1 
I 
= ~ for ail other animals 
U2 • ~ffect of Season 2 (May, June, July) 
S2 : 1 for all 8.nimals cB.lving in Ssp,son 2 
,. 
• 0 for ell other animels 
a3 c ~ffect of Season 3 (August, September, October) 
S3 = ~ for ell anim~ls calvinr in See.son 3 
i 
.. P for B 11 other animFl.ls 
ai, 
4 • tffect, of Season 4 (November, Decelnber, JDnuery) 
84 •. for animals calving.in Seeson 4 
= b for 611 other 8.nimEtls 
I /) :li l = ~ffect of Time 1 (1939 to 1943) 
18S165· 
Tl :. 1 for £11 animz;ls cFlving in Tine 1 
-:: 0 for GIl ether anima,ls 
~2 : effect of Time 2 (1944 to 1948) 
T2 = 1 for ell animals calving in Time 2 
'= a for f.ll other animals 
)13 • ~ffect of Time 3 (1949 to 1953) 
T3 = 1 for all anlmels cAiving in Time 3 
= 0 for all other animals 
Y1 = effect of age 
! • 
A • age in months at time of c~lving 
I 
Y2 • affect of age squared 
A2 • square of age in months at time of,calving 
I'~ . 
cf 1 .. effect of gestation' 
G • ntimber of days cow carried calf durinr 300 d~ys 
S2,- iffect of gestation squ~red 
G2 • 8,qua:re of number of days cow cerried calf 
I 
As indicate1d in the defini tiona of terms in the mathematical 
model (Equation 1), the months of the year -were divided into four 
i ! 
seasons. Season 1 included FebruarYt Herch, .April; Season 2, Na.y, 
June, July; SeasOn 3, August, September, October; Season 4, N6vember, 
December, January 0 The month~ vere grouped in this manner so thet 
I 
the feed would b1r similar throughout each of the designated seasons 0 
! 
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The fifteen yearr included in the study were divided into three 5-year 
groups: Time 1 raing 1939 to 1943; Time 2, 1944 to 1948; Time 3, 1949 
to 1953" This d~vision wa.~ made arbi trerily for the convenience in enaly-
I 
I· 
sis arid comparispno 
15 
.heoryof It=!E'st squares, normal equations 'Were set up 
• 
and solved for .he'distribution coerfi~ient8 (Kempthorne.1952). tJsing 
the solutions t, the normal eqtlations for ea.ch of the dietr-ibution 
I, 
coefficients, hFthetic81 la.ctetions were set up, specifying age, 
season, time petiod, and number of dcys that the COY carried a cp.lf. 
MOnth to month troduction was calculated for the. condItion; specifIed, 
applying orthogtna1 polJ~omials as described by Goulden (1952). Com-
. parisons were.mide showing the effect of changing each of the different 
variables 'While~the others remained constant. The reoults are presented 
. in tables and staphs. . 
From the cilculated milk and rat production, age conversion factors 
'Were developed lor converting production at any ege to B mature basis. 
A formula was 8,80 developed for convertirig production at ~ny one age 
to any other ag • 
~ . 
I 
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Percentage comparisons and averages 
One of the most commonly used and easiest understood statistical 
terms is the arithmetic mean. As a matter of interest several ep-
proaches are presented to show average conditions in the herd at the 
dairy experiment farm. Table 1 gives the number of cows freshening 
in each season and each time period, the average age in months, gesta-
tion in days, and milk and fat production. It should be remembered 
that the production shown here is merely average without consideration 
to cause and effect. For instance" although cows freshening in Season 
1 (February, ~~rch end April) have the highest average milk and butter-
fat production, these cows are also the most mature in age. 
In table 2 I the average lactation's month to month production of 
milk and butterfat, in pounds and per cent of total, is compared to 
I 
the low and hig~ lactations. Figure 1 portrays the production in 
pounds graphically. Table 3 shows the cumulative month to month pro-
duction of milk and butterfat in pounds and percentages for average, 
low, and high lactations. (See figure 2.) The per cent each month's 
production is ot the previous monthVs is shown in table 4. Persist-
ency indexes are also given, calculated according to the method used 
by Turner (1926). It is interesting to note that the persistency index 
for the lowest production is higher than the everage of the 321 lacts-
tione, and thatiof the highest production is below the average, sho~-
ing the need for considering initial yield as well as persistency in 
viewing a cow's production. The per cent each monthVs production is 
17 
Table 1. Breakdown of 321 lactation records of cows at Utah Agr. F~. 
sta. dairy farm, showing number freshening each season and 
time period, avg. age, gestation, milk and fat production 
(... s * s S 12.3 S T **T 412 
ftvg. 
age 
mos. 
Avr.. 
gest. 
days 
321 .75 68 101 77 89 123 109 52 166 
S3 
54 
T1 
T2 
T3 
Avg. 
Age 
Avg. 
Gest. ... 
Milk 
Fat 
75 - 16 22 37 57 176 
68 - 19 22 27 47 168 
101 - 34 49 18 51 160 
77 20 30 27 50 164 
89 
123 
58, 153 
49 166 
109 49 178 
52 
166 
AVE_ 
milk 
prod. 
Ibs. 
.A,vg. 
fat 
prod. 
1bs. 
10960 390 
11450 405 
10450 371 
10710 JSS 
11250 396 
10320 365 v 
11000 388 t,r 
11430 413 ~ 
10960 
390 
4 S1 , Seeson 1, February, March and April; S2' Season 2, May, June and 
JUly; S3' Augu~t, September end October; S4, Season 4, November, 
. December and J~nuary. 
**T1, Time 1, 19~9-1943; T2, Time 2, 1944-1948; Tj, Time j, 1949-1953. 
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Table 2. MOnth to month milk and butterfat production expressed in 
pounds and percentage each month's production was of total 
for average, lo~, and high lactations 
Month Milk Butterfat 
of Units Avg. Lo'W High ft.Vg. Low High 
test 
1 1bs. 1480 940 2380 55 27 104 
pet. 13.52 13.43 15.56 14.10 12.80 17.11 
2 Ibs. 1460 900 2150 50 26 86 
pet. 13.36 12.86 14.05 12.81 12.32 14.14 
:3 lbs. 1330 800 1750 46 23 67 
pet. 12.14 11.43 11.44 11.68 10.90 11.02 
4 1bs. 1220 700 i390 21 59 
pet. 11.12 10.00 9.08 9.95 9.70 
5 1bs. 1120 750 1510 39 23 59 
pet. 10 .. 23 10.71 9.87 10.02 10.90 9.70 
6 1bs. 1040 740 1520 37 22 57 
pet. 9.50 10.57 9.93 9.44 10.43 9.38 
7 Ibs. 970 660 1350 35 22 50 
pct. 8.88 9.43 8.82 8.93 10.43 8.22 
8 Ibs. 900 560 1290 33 17 50 
pet. 8.17 8.00 8.43 8.33 8.06 8.22 
9 Ibs. 780 480 1110 29 16 42 
pet. 7.13 6.86 7.25 7.43 7.58 6.91 
10 Ibs. 650 470 850 25 14 34 
pet. 5.95 6.71 5.56 6.44 6.64 5.59 
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Table 3. Cumulative month to month production of milk and butterfat 
in pounds and percentages for average, low, end high lac-
tations 
Month t1t1k Butterfat 
of Units Avg. 101,,1 High ftvg. Low High 
test 
1 Ibs. 1480 940 2380 55 27 104 
pet. 13.52 13.43 15.56 14.10 12.80 17.11 
2 1bs. 2940 1840 4530 105 53 190 
pet. 26.88 26.29 29.61 26.91 25.12 31.25 
3 1bs. 4270 2640 6280 151 76 257 
pet. 39.02 37.71 41.04 38.59 ,36.02 42.27 
4 lbs. 5490 3340 7670 19) 97 316 
pet. 50.14 47.71 50.13 49.40 45.97 51.97 
5 Ibs. 6610 4090 9180 232 120 375 
pet. 60.37 58.43 60.00 59.42 56.87 61.68 
6 1bs. 7650 4830 10700 269 142 432 
pet. 69.87 69.00 . 69.93 68.87 67.30 71.05 
7 lbs. 8620 5490 12050 304 164 482 
pet. 78.75 78.43 78.76 77.79 77.73 79.82 
8 Ibs. 9520 6050 13340 337 181 532 
pet. 86.92 86.43 87.19 86.12 85.78 87.50 
9 1bs. 10300 6530 14450 )66 197 574 
pet. 94.05 93.29 94.44 93.56 93.36 94.41 
I 
10 Ibs. Ip950 7000 15300 391 211 608 
pet. 
1
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Table 4. MOnth to month decline in yield of cova calculated as 8 
percentage of the previous month's yield for average, lov, 
and high lactations ~ith persistency indexes 
Month Milk Butterfat 
of Avg. Low High Avg. Low High 
test 
1 
2 98.86 95.74 90.34 90.85 96.30 82.69 
3 90.85 88.89 81.40 91.19 88.46 77.90 
4 93.52 87.50 79.43 92.50 91.30 88.05 
5 92.03 107.14 108.63 92.69 109.52 100.00 
6 92.82 98.67 100.66 94.27 95.65 96.61 
7 93.46 89.19 88.82 94.52 100.00 87.71 
8 92.07 84.85 95.56 93 • .'34 77.27 100.00 
9 87.31 85.71 86.05 89.29 94.12 84.00 
10 83.37 97.92 76.57 86.67 87.50 80.95 
x* 91.59 92.85 89.72 91.70 93.35 88.66 
* Persistency Index 
Table 5. Month to month decline in yield of cows calculated as a 
percentage of the first month's yield for average, lov, and 
high lactations 
Month Milk Bytterfat 
of Avg. Lov High Avg. Low High 
test 
1 100.00 . 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
2 98.86 95.74 90.34 90.85 96.30 82.69 
3 89.82 85.11 73.53 82' .. 84 85.19 64.42-
4 82.26 74.47 58.40 76.63 77.78 56.73 
5 78.68 79.79 63.45 71.03 85.19 56.73 
6 70.27 78.72 63.87 66.96 81.48 54.81 
7 65.61 70.21 56.72 63.29 81.48 54.81 
8 60.46 59.57 54.20 59.08 62.96 48.08 
9 52.79 51.06 46.64 52.72 59.25 40.38 
10 44.01 50.00 35.71 45.69 51.85 32.69 
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of the first month's production is presented in table 5e 
Analysis Q! variance 2l distribution coefficients applied 12 individual 
lactations 
To determin'e the goodness of £1 t of distribution coefficients, 
an analysis of variance was made for several individual lactation 
records selected at random. The analysis of five lactations is given 
in table 6. All of the coefficients are not significant for each 
lactation. Because each of the five coefficients used helped to fit 
the calculated lactation curve more closely to the actual curve and 
vere each significant in some instances, their use seemed justified. 
The use ot five distribution coefficients of ;O(/~ through '4) accounted 
for most of the .variation 8S shown in the percentages for the ten 
individual lactations presented in table 7. 
To deter.mine how well the actual production curve could be fit 
by celculationsusing orthogonal polynomials of defree 4 for ten 
points and distribution coefficients, several lactations vere studied. 
Ta.ble 8 shows the a.ctual month to month productio'n compared with com-
puted production for four individual lactations. Figure 3 shovs the 
goodness of fit graphically. 
Ana.lysis Q! variance Qf distribution coefficients applied ~ all 180-
tation! studied 
An analysis of variance dictated by the mathematical model was 
made for five individual distribution coefficients: "01 1 2 ~ 
, , ,J, 
/~. The analysis is presented in table 9. It may be noted that with 
milk production, gestation did not show B. significant effect on total 
production as indicated by the analysis for' o. However, it did in-
fluence the shape of the curve, except for the quartic effect (4). Age 
Table 6. Analysis of variance of individual lactations, sholling 
goodness of fit of distribution coefficients. 
Lactation A Milk 
Analysis 2! Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 171540 
/~O i 163840 1 7075 7075 90.55** 
ResIdual 8 625 78.13 
Total Uncorrected 10 171540 
~/O l. 16.3840 
~l 1 7075 
2 1 0 0 0.00 Residual 7 625 89829 
Total Uncorrected 10 171540 
~O 1 163840 1 7075 
,vI 1 0 
.1 2 :1 103' 103 1.18 
Res!dual 6 522 87.00 
Total Uncorrected 10 171540 
~O .1 16.3840 
J 1 1 7075 .J~ 1 0 1 103 
.)3 1 .375 375 12.76* 
·4 
Residual 5 147 29.40 
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Table 6. Continued 
Lactation A Fat 
Analysis 2t Vsrience 
Source DF S5 MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 21593 ) 1 20521 0 
.J 1 995 995 103.22** 1 
Residual S 77 9.63 
Total Uncorrected 10 21593 
0 1 20521 
..J 1 995 
,.;1 
2 1 0 0 0.00 
Residual 7 77 11.00 
Total Uncorrected 10 21593 
,Y 1 20521 ~O 
1 1 995 j 1 0 2 
J 1 25 25 2.91 :3 
Residual 6 52 8.59 
Total Uncorrected 10 21593 
,,J 0 1 20593 
J 1 995 1 
~2 1 0 
~3 1 25 
~4 1 1 1 
Residual 5 51 10.20 0.10 
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Table 6. i Continued 
Lactation B Milk 
Analysis 2! Variance 
Source DF SS }JB F 
Total Unco ,rected 10 148578 
.)0 1 1.37.358 
,I 1 11009 11009 417.64** 
Residual 8 211 26.38 
Total Unco rected 10 148578 
J 1 137358 '0 
,..1 1 1 11009 J 1 67 67 3.26 2 
Residual 7 144 20.57 
Total Uncorected 10 148578 J I 1 137358 o ' 
..)1 1 11009 
.)2 1 67 
J 3 1 22 22 1.08 
Residual 6 122 20.33 
Total Unco rected 10 148578 ) 1 1.37358 
.)0 
1 1 11009 
:)2 1 67 
"':>3 1 22 
~4 1 28 28 1.49 
Residual 5 94 18.80 
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Table 6. Continued 
Lactation B Fat 
Analysis 2! Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 19062 
Po 1 17978 
~I 1 923 923 45.85** 
Residual 8 161 20.13 
Total Uncorrected 10 19062 
Po 1 17978 
PI 1 923 
P2 1 40 40 2.31 
Residual 7 121 17.29 
Total Uncorrected 10 19062 
Po 1 17978 
PI 1 923 
')2 1 40 p 1 105 105 39.33** 
Res!oual 6 16 2.67 
Total Uncorrected 10 19062 
,- 0 I 17978 
PI 1 923 
P2 1 40 
fJ3 1 105 f4 1 11 11 11.00* 
Residual 5 5 1 
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Table 6. Continued 
Lactation C Milk 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 94786 
~ 1 86118 ?O 1 8250 8250 157.89** 1 
Residual 8 418 52.25 
Total Uncorrected 10 94786 
,PO 1 86118 
,..) 1 8250 
...)1 
2 1 9 9 0.15 
Residual 7 409 58.43 
Total Uncorrected 10 94786 
~O 1 86118 
,ul 1 8250 
~2 1 9 
..),3 1 164 
Residual 6 245 40.83 4.02 
Tote.1 Uncorrected 10 94786 
,00 1 86118 
PI 1 8250 
12 1 9 
,.J 3 1 164 
'~4 1 0 0.00 0.00 
Residual 5 245 49.00 
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Table E. Continued 
Lactation C Fat 
Analysis £! Variance 
Source DF S8 MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 11795 
Po 1 10563 
,01 1 1169 1169 148.35** 
Residual 8 63 7.88 
Total Uncorrected 10 11795 
,J-'Q 1 10563 
t?l 1 1169 
,t-' 2 1 29 29 5.97* 
Residual 7 34 4.86 
Total Uncorrected 10 11795 
r' 1 10563 
.)0 1 1169 1 
,tJ2 1 29 1~3 1 1 1 0.18 
Residual 6 33 5.50 
Total Uncorrected 10 11795 
? 1 10563 ~~ 1 1169 
rJ2 1 29 
(~3 1 1 
~4 '1 10 10 2.17 
Residual 5 23 4.6 
)0 
Table 6. Conti nued 
Lactation D Milk 
Analysis 2.! Ve.riance 
Somce f DF SS MS F 
Total Unco rected 10 94682 
Po 1 81000 f1 i 1 13389 13389 ,365.52** 
Residual i 8 293 36.6,3 
10 94682 Total Uncorrected t 1 81000 f O 1 13389 p; 1 
.3 3 0.07 
Residual I 7 290 41.43 
10 94682 Total uncorrected 
;/0 1 81000 ~~ , 1 13389 1 
.3 
R:arduel 1 27 27 0.62 6 263 43.83 
Total Unco ,rected 10 94682 
,;)0 1 81000 
,J1 1 12289 
P2 1 3 
;J 1 27 p3 1 179 179 10.65* 4 Residual 5 84 16.80 
L~_ ____ _ ____ _  
__ __ _ _ .:..c:-==-Jc...==-=_~ = __ === === 
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Table 6. Continued 
Lactation D 
.fi.L 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 12425 
'pO 1 10824 
r>1 1 1549 1549 2.38.31** 
Residual 8 52 6.50 
Total Uncorrected 10 12425 
I 1 10824 //0 
? 1 1549 I~ 1 23 23 5.56 
Residual 7 29 4.14 
Total Uncorrected 10 12425 
;J 1 10824 
0 0 f 1 1 1549 
~ 1 23 ~2 1 6 6 1.57 :3 Residual 6 23 3.83 
Total Uncorrected 10 12425 
Po 1 10824 
(J 1 1 1549 
fJ2 1 23 
J 3 1 6 
iJ4, 1 14 14 7.78** 
Residual 5 9 1.80 
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Table 6. Continued 
Lactation E !.filk 
Ana.lysis gf Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 199388 
?O 1 193766 
fl 1 4705 4705 41.05** 
Residual 8 917 114.63 
Total Uncorrected 10 199388 
~ 1 193766 P~ 1 4705 
1')2 1 691 691 21.40** 
Residual 7 226 32.29 
Total Uncorrected 10 199388 
,)0 1 193766 
")1 1 4705 
;02 1 691 
/-: 1 114 114 6.11* 
Res~dual 6 112 18.67 
Total Uncorrected 10 199388 
,uO 1 193766 
'~1 1 4705 
;)2 1 691 
,..)3 1 114 
(4 1 9 9 0.44 
Residual 5 103 20.60 
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TAble 6. Continued 
Lactation E 
.hL 
Analysis of Ve.rianc~ 
Source DF SS MS F 
Total Uncorrected 10 21198 
~O 1 20612 1 1 504 504 49.17** 
Residual 8 82 10.25 
Total Uncorrected 10 21198 
/) 1 20612 
.)0 1 504 / 1 1 4 4 0.36 
..)2 
Residual 7 78 11.14 
Tote1 Uncorrected 10 21198 
;-J 1 20£12 P pl 1 504 1 4 J2 1 26 26 3.00 
Res?dua1 6 52 8.67 
Total Uncorrected 10 21198 
P 1 20612 ;)0 1 504 ?~ 1 4 
/), 1 26 
~4 1 :3 3 0.31 
Residual 5 49 9.80 
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Table 7. Per cent of variation accounted for by fitting constants 
to individual lactation curves 
tact. Pro-
.of X2 (zX)2 ~~ Pet. no. duct 1 ( 2 ~.3 ? ~ ;.J, acctd. 
N 4 l. for 
1 Milk 94682 81000 13682 13389 3 27 179 13598 99.39 
Fat 12425 10824 1601 1549 23 6 14 1592 99.44 
2 Milk 171540 163840 7700 7075 0 103 375 7553 98.09 
Fat 21593 20521 1072 995 0 25 1 1021 95.24 
.3 Milk 199388 193766 5621 4705 691 114 9 5519 98.19 
Fat 21198 20612 586 504 4 26 .3 537 91.64 
4 Milk 148578 137358 11220 11009 67 22 28 11126 99.16 
Fat 19062 17978 1084 923 40 105 11 1079 99.54 
5 Milk 148621 139476 9145 7982 611 17 60 8670 94.81 
Fat 16691 1560';- 1088 940 38 10 25 1013 93.11 
6 Milk 122190 103632 18558 18488 1 27 0 18516 99.77 
Fat 12380 10758 1622 1606 1 0 1 1608 99.14 
7 Milk 238239 218153 20086 18653 815 128 7 19603 97.60 
Fat 27693 25705 1988 1655 20 121 43 1839 92.45 
8 Milk 79350 75690 3660 3165 68 180 37 3450 94.26 
Fat 8027 7784 243 173 2 39 7 222 91.36 
9 Milk 114489 109621 4868 4667 138 25 9 48,39 99.40 
Fat 12903 12603 301 278 10 2 2 292 97.01 
10 Milk 94786 86118 8668 8250 9 164 0 8423 97.17 .. 
Fat 11795 10563 1232 1169 29 1 10 1184 96.10 
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Table 8. Comparison of ~Qnth to month actual milk and butterfat 
pro~ction to production computed by using orthogonal 
pol omia1s and distribution coefficients for individual 
lactations 
I 
Milk Butterfat 
Month i • Actual 
I 
Computed Actual Computed 
1 1720 1740 67 67 
2 1650 1610 51 52 
.3 1440 1450 46 45 
4 1290 1310 43 43 
5 1130 1180 42 42 
6 1130 1070 40 41 
7 1000 990 39 39 
8 910 910 37 36 
9 780 810 32 32 
10 670 650 27 27 
1 1660 1680 63 6.3 
2 1700 1670 59 57 
.3 1550 1540 48 52 
4 1350 1370 53 49 
5 1200 1250 44 46 
6 1190 1180 44 44 
7 1230 1160 42 42 
8 1160 1150 37 39 
9 980 1050 36 34 
10 780 750 27 28 
1 1460 1460 50 50 
2 1410 1420 48 48 
.3 1200 1240 44 44 
4 1090 1060 40 40 
5 910 900 36 36 
6 820 790 32 32 
7 650 710 26 28 
8 670 640 25 25 
9 530 520 20 19 
10 260 270 8 9 
1 1290 1300 54 54 
2 1340 1290 45 45 
.3 1200 1230 40 40 
4 1070 1130 .35 36 
5 1060 1010 36 31 
6 910 870 .30 28 
7 730 740 25 26 
8 550 6.30 20 22 
9 6,30 550 22 19 
10 500 520 18 19 
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Table 9. Anal)SiS of variance dictated by the mathematicsl model for 
five .individual distribution coefficients 
i 
!:1!ll 
~ Analysis of Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
/ 1 .01441150 .01441150 295.38** 
Season 
.3 .00056280 .00018760 3.85* 
Years 2 .00205034 .00102517 21.01** 
Age 2 .00532734 .00266367 54.59** 
Gestatior 2 .00007164 .00003582 
Error 311 .00004879 
/1 ft.na1ysis 2l Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
/'" 1 .06744021 .06744021 808.25** 
Season 3 .00540617 .00180206 21.60** 
Years 2 .00147392 .. 00073696 8.83** 
Age 2 .03234866 .01617433 193.84** 
Gestatio 2 .00070033 .00035016 4.20* 
Error 311 .00008344 
f2 Analysis 2f Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
,-A< 1 .04895461 .04895461 166.65** 
Season J .04064111 .01354704 46.12** 
Years 2 .00038167 .00019084 
Age 2 .00104584 .00052292 1.78 
Gestation 2 .00484924 .00242462 8.25** 
Error 
I 
311 .00029375 
;03 Analysis of Variance 
Source DF S8 MS F 
/'f 1 .02791828 .01.317076 282.86** 
Season 
.3 .01317076 .00439025 44.48** 
Years 2 .00000433 .00000216 
Age 2 .00020772 .00010386 1.05 
Gestation: 2 .00179662 .00089831 9.10** 
Error 311 .00009870 
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Table 9. Cont1pued 
1'4 Analysis 2! variancD 
Source DF SS MS F 
,/A- 1 .01455700 .01455700 208.67** 
S"eason 3 .00385549 .00128516 18.42** 
Years 2 .00000519 .00000260 
Age I 2 .00035436 .00017718 2.54 
Gestatiob 2 .00024384 .00012192 1.75 
Error 311 .00006976 
Butterfat 
'pO Analysis 2! Variance 
Source DF 5S MS F 
~ 1 .00622491 .. 00622491 188.18** Seasdn 3 .00029318 .00009773 2.95* 
Years 2 .00149136 .00074568 22.54** 
Age J 2 .00310648 .00155324 46.95** 
Gestatio , 2 .00002371 .00001186 
Error 311 .00003308 
;J1 Analysis 2l Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
.,.,M 1 .07005406 .07005406 1026.73** 
Season 3 .00117834 .00039278 5.76** 
Years 2 .00124364 .00062182 9.11** 
Age 2 .03309953 .01654976 242.56** 
Gestation, 2 .00017708 .00008854 1.30 
Error I 311 .00006823 I 
1'2 Analysis Ql Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
~ 1 .00831403 .00831403 196.55** 
Season 3 .00131830 .00043943 10.39** 
Years 2 .00023754 .00011877 2.81 
Age 2 .00032775 .00016388 3.B7* 
Gestation i 2 .00009212 .00004606 1.09 
Error 311 .00004230 
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Table 9. Contirued 
?.3 Analysis 2! Variance 
Source DF 5S MS F 
~ 1 .01858561 .01858561 253.52** 
Season .3 .001)2670 .00044223 6.03** 
Years 2 .00016252 .00008126 1.11 
Age i 2 .00068819 .00034410 4.69* 
Gestatiob 2 .00181959 .00090980 12.41** 
Error 311 ,,00007331 
?4 Analysis 2! Variance 
Source DF SS MS F 
~ 1 .01289440 .01289440 155.94** 
Season 1 ) .00117164 .00039055 4.72** Years 2 .00005617 .00002808 
Age 2 .00001572 .00000786 
Gestatio
i 
2 .00061864 .00030932 .3.74* 
Error 311 .00008269 
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and years had a significant effect on total production and the linear 
('1), but not the quadratic (~), cubic (/3), or quartic (/4) coeffi-
cients. Seasonts effect was significant on each of the five coeffi-
cients. Season were not partitioned into individual degrees of freedom. 
It is quite lik ly that had seasons been considered individually, eech 
would not have een significant. 
For butter at, season hed 8 significant effect with ell five co-
efficients; tim for /'0 1 "l; age for /~, 1, /2' ~; and gestation 
for "J3 and / 4. 
. In view oflthe results of the analysis of variance, adjusting for 
eaih of the vartables under consideration seemed justified in this 
study of the labtetion curve. 
Applications 91.,:lli! solutions 2! ~ Methematicel model 
A series 0 solutions was developed for the mathematical model 
for each of the distribution coefficients (table 10). These solutions 
may be used to redict the lactation curve of a cow of any given age, 
freshe'ning in 8 certain season, and carrying a calf for a specified num-
ber of days. The coefficients of the solutions given in table 10 are 
based on the aslumption that Season 1 (February, March and April) and 
I 
Time 1 (1939-l943) vere O. Hence, season's and year's effects ere 
given as deviat~ons from Season 1 and Time 1. In making predictions 
I 
for the future,iTime 3 (1949 to 1953) should be used .. 
To use the table of solutions the formula is: 
I 
"'i • /1 aiSi ,l P'jTj ,l Y 1:- ,l y 2P2 ,l 01° ,l [; 2rJ. (2) 
(Definitions of terms are given with formula 1, Mathematical 
Model. ) 
The value tbtained for?O for milk and butterfat is the total 
production to ~ expected in 8 ten-month period for conditions 
44 
I 
I 
i 
I 
Table 10. Solutions for each of the distribution coefficients of the 
I * math atical model 
Mills 
'pO ~1 ~2 13 1 
(; 7673.82 4150.080 707.170 5340.570 1925.115 
-631.04 137.820 255.288 -69.140 -313.870 
S3 -236.38 547.505 249.166 -1201.280 -348.310 
54 102.40 336.010 44.990 -1500.840 36.330 
T2 918.58 120.310 -22.346 24.580 -8.170 
Tj 1309.58 -141.030 -27.083 -0.420 -16.830 
A 72.57 -54.358 1.56156 -2.8891 -6.26475 
A2 
-0.33247 0.2853265 -0.0134.365 0.036817 0.035121 
G 3.7288 -1.15585 -0.268915 3.6279 1.468525 
G2 
-0.0150851 0.0005595 -0.010723 -0.0250328 -0.0040202 
~ 1'0 I ~1 ~t 1'3 /4 
252.170 1691.896 291.429 2178.640 725.868 
S2 -19.078 68.176 43.086 54.560 -11.076 
S3 6.288 108.850 44.286 -64.020 -66.504 
54 4.432 69.460 4.628 -228.250 36.484 
T2 31.950 41.150 -17.721 75.720 -21.112 
T3 57.102 -54.872 -21.306 86.385 -12.824 
A 3.0544 -22.08316 1.35416 -9.40675 0.2799 
A2 
-0.0150047 0.1162298 -0.009826 0.055919 -0.000924 
G -0.02376 II -0.32773 -0.06068 1.419625 1.06569 
G2 0.00022928 0.0005246 -0.00005454 -0.0112984 -0.00335152 
*See mathematical model, page 13. 
specified. The values obtained for;Ol' ~, !), and '4 are used to 
develop new coefficients of ~~;(,.J'i)' which in turn are employed to 
I 
I 
find values fori fitting the lactation curve to successive degrees for 
each month of t~e lactation. 
I 
To obtain toeffiCients for /'C"\), decodingl is necessary. 
process is given below: 
I 
For milk: 'from(t>l subtract 4000; divide difference by 3302 
from;02 subtract 800; divide difference by 132 
from!) subtract 4500; divide difference by 8580 
from ~4 subtract 2000; divide difference by 2860 
For fat: froml;;l subtract 1500; divide difference by 330 
I 
from f2 subtract 300; divide difference by 132 
from I) subtract 2000; divide difference by 8580 
I 
froml r4 subtract 800; divide difference by 2860 
The quotients thus obtained are the coefficients for the values 
The 
I . 
for the conditions specified in the equations. These coefficients 
45 
(f'i) are applied to orthogonal polynomials of degree up to 4 for 
ten points (Goulden 1952). See table 11 for orthogonal polynomials 
used, taken frot Fisher end Yates (1949). 
The for.mul for finding the expected production for anyone month 
for specified conditions is: 
Milk: Y == fto f V'l(il)lO I- (lf2!i2)10 I- (1'3'13)10 I- (~~4{14)lO (3) 
10 I 
! 
Fat: Y =~ I- fJ'l~ill- / w2ti2 '£,...)Y3ei3 f.jJ'4ti4 • 
10 
1. F~w data ~a~ coded before transcribing to punch cards. The distri-
bution coefticients vere coded to avoid handling negative values. 
Normal equations were coded in order to affect 8 punch card solu-
tion of the matrix. The decoding is completed in equation 3. 
2. The divisors are the sums of squares of the ort~ogonal polynomials 
for the degree indicated for /' , designated C i) • 
Where: 
I) 
Ii = the production to be expected for the i~ month 
• 
of the lactation 
= mean monthly production 
c· icoefficient for ~ 
I 
• rrthogonal polynomial for degree 
I 
I 
I 
;0'4 - icoefficient for ~ 
1 at the i~ point 
l 14 • orthogonal polynomial for degree 4 at the i~ point 
The additive p~ocess in the formula may be stopped after any point, 
I 
depending on t~e degree of £1 tting desired. After all ten months t 
production ha~ been determined, the lactation curve can be plotted. 
This procedure ~as followed through the rema.1nder of the study for 
determining month to month production under different conditione, 
showing the effect of varying each of the variables under study while 
the other variables remain constant. 
Factoring p!rtte.l lactations !£ completion 
I 
Factors have been developed from the 321 production records to 
i 
I 
enable estimating ten-month lactation records from the production of 
! 
shorter periods. These ractors do not consider season, years, age, 
! 
or gestation, ~eing based on averages alone (table 12). 
Effect 2f. seasdn, 2!! lactation curves 
From tabl, 10 it may be noted that, in milk production, covs 
freshening in Season 2 (May, June, July) will tend to produce the 
least and cows Ifreshening in Season 4 (November, December, January), 
I 
46 
Table 11. Orthogonal polynomials of degree 4 for ten points from 
Fisher and Yates (1949). 
Yi £1 ~2 £3 ~4 
Yl -9 6 -42- 18 
Y2 -7 2 14 -22 
Y3 -5 -1 35 -17 
Y4 -3 -3 31 3 
Ys -1 -4 12 18 
Y6 1 -4 -12 18 
Y7 3 -3 -31 IS 
Ys 5 -1 -35 3 
Y9 7 2 -14 -22 
YI0 9 6 42- 18 
12 330 132 8580 2860 
Teble 12. *Factors for oonverting pertie1 lactations to ten-month 
lactations (milk and butterfat yield basis) 
Months Hi1k Fat 
in conversion conversion 
milk factors factors 
1 7.40 7.09 
2; 3.72 3.72 
3; 2.56 2.59 ~ 1.99 2.02 
51 1.66 1.68 
61 I 1.43 1.45 
7: 1.27 1.29 S 1.15 1.16 
9! 1.06 1.07 
101 
I 
! 
*Multiply total yield for the number of months in milk by the cor-
responding factor. 
47 
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the most. In butterfat production, the table shows that the highest 
production may be expected from those cows freshening in Season .3 
i 
, 
(August, September, October) and the lowest, Season 2 (May, June, 
July). COVS fr~shening in Season 1 (February, March and April) and 
I Sesson 2 tend to increase in milk production after the first month of 
I 
I 
the lactation and then taper off to the end of the lactation. This 
tendency may well be attributed to the stimulus the lush pastures 
have on yield. ; Those cows freshening in Season .3 and Sea.son 4 
(November, Dece*ber and January) tend to have their highest monthly 
I 
milk productioniduring the first month of the lactation. With butter-
fat production, the trend is for the first month's yield to be the 
highest in each! instance. This is clearly shovn in table 13 and 
! 
figure 4. 
On the ave~age of the 321 lactation records, all seasons combined, 
the first monthfs production vae slightly higher than the second's, 
I • 
being 1480 and ~60 respectively (table 2). 
It should be noted that the relationship of seasonal production 
is different in,tab1e 10 from that in table 1. As pointed out pre-
I 
I 
viously, table t is merely an average production for each season. 
In table 10 thelefrect of season on production is independent of the 
j 
effect of years~ age, and gestation. In table 1 all of these effects 
are combined. For instance, the difference in the average age of the 
j 
I 
covs fresheningjin the different seasons is considerable (Season 1, 
57 months; Season 2, 47 months; Season 3, 51 months; Season 4, 50 
months;) and vould probably have a significant effect on the averege 
production. 
Effect Q! age 2n the l&ctation curve 
This study indicated that the cows at the Utah Agricultural 
Experiment stet~on dairy farm reached their maximum production in 
milk at about 109 months of age and in fat production at about 102 
I 
months of age. . This picture is no doubt biased to some extent. 
49 
Culling in this,herd is rather heavy after the first lactation and the 
I 
only covs to re~aln in the herd until eight years of age or older are 
the relatively high producing cows. This may make the covs appear to 
I 
reach their pea~ of production at an older age than actually is the 
case. The trend in totel production due to the influence of age is 
i 
shown in table 14. Month to month production of milk and butterfat, 
with all variabtes except age constant, is shown in table 15 and 
figure 5. It may be noted that two year old cows have greater per-
I 
siatency of production than the 'older animals. The greater pro-
I duetion of the dows nearing maturity is due to the higher initial 
I 
i 
I yield, month tOimonth decline in production being more rapid than 
I 
I in the younger cows. 
Age conversion formula. In order to convert production of one age 
i 
to that of any other desired age, a formula has been set up: 
ltlhere: 
y = y - Y 1 (X_Xl) - r 2 (X2-x ,2) 
A I 
Y • cdnverted production 
i: 
y = P1oduction to be converted 
I 
r 1 :II: effect of age 
x c age of cow in months at calving 
X' = colnverted age in months 
Y2 = effect of age squared 
X2 • sq~are of age in months at time of calving 
X,2 - square ot converted age in months 
Example: To con~ert the production record of a cow freshening at 24 
months of age, producing 10,500 pounds of milk and ,38,3 pounds of 
Table 13. Estimated production of cows 109 months of age, carrying 
calf 166 days, years 1949 to 1953, showing effect of var-
iation in season* of freshening 
Month Monthly milk production 
81 82 53 
1 1790 1790 1770 
2 1850 182() 1760 
:3 1810 1720 1650 
4 1690 1550 15.10 
5 1530 1360 1380 
6 1340: 1190 1260 
7 1140 1030 1150 
8 920 880 1030 
9 680,; 710 850 
10 400 470 560 
Total 13150 12520 12920 
*51 = February, March, April 
82 = May, June, July S3 == August, S~ptember, October 
84 == November, i December, January 
i 
I 
54 
1810 
1770 
1700 
1610 
1500 
1370 
1220 
1030 
790 
450 
13250 
MOnthly fat production 
51 S2 S3 54 
72 71 72 72 
66 63 65 65 
60 57 59 59 
55 51 53 54 
50 46 48 49 
44 41 44 45 
39 37 40 41 
34 32 36 36 
27 27 31 29 
20 22 25 21 
467 447 473 471 
Table 14. Est~ated total production of milk and butterfat for te~~ 
mont~ lactation of cows freshening in optimum season and 
year~, carrying calf 166 days, showing effect of age 
Age 
in 
months 
24i 
36 
48 
60 
7~ 
84 ' 
96i 
108 
120 
132 
144 
156 
168 
Season 4* 
milk. 
production 
10840 
11470 
12040· 
12450 
12790 
13040 
13190 
13250 
13210 
13080 
12850 
12520 
12100 
*S4 .. November, i December, January 
**S3 • August, S~ptember, October 
Season 3** 
fat 
production 
383 
408 
430 
447 
460 
469 
473 
473 
468 
460 
447 
429 
408 
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Figure 4 (a). Lactation curves sho~ing effect of season on milk pro-
duction, with other variables constant 
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Table 15. I Est~ated month to month production of cows freshening in 
Season 1*, 1949 to 1953, carrying calf 166 days, showing 
effect of age on lactation curve 
Age in months 
Month 
24 48 72 96 120 
Milk 12roduction 
1 11~ 1530 1740 1810 1770 1550 2 30 1600 1790 1860 1820 1670 
.3 134 1580 1740 1810 1820 1670 
4 1310 IS00 1620 IE 90 1680 1620 
5 1250 1380 1470 1520 1530 1500 
6 IISP 1230 1290 1330 1350 1340 
7 1030 1070 1100 1130 1150 1160 
8 880 880 890 900 930 960 
9 730 680 660 660 690 750 
10 55P 450 390 390 430 520 
Total 10730 11900 12690 13100 13130 12750 
~ production 
1 47 62 71 74 70 60 
2 
151 57 64 66 64 57 .3 52 58 60 59 55 
'4 41: 48 53 55 54 51 
5 391 44 48 49 50 48 
6 371 41 43 44 45 44 
7 35 1 37 38 39 39 39 
8 33 32 33 33 34 34 
9 30 , 28 27 27 27 29 
10 271 23 20 20 21 24 
Total 3771 424 455 467 463 441 
*Season 1 • February, March, Jlpri1 
I 
53 
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Figure 5 (a). Lactation curves shoving effect of age on milk produc-
~ion, with other variables constant 
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10 
butterfat, to one 109 months old, proceed 85 follows, taking needed 
values from the fb column in table 10 for the effects of age and age 
squared: 
~ ! 
Milk: y =1 y - Yi(X-X t) - Y2(x2_xr2) 
Fat: 
= 10,500 - 72.57(24-109) - (-0.33)(576-11881) 
• 10,500 - 72.57{-85) - (-0.)3)(-11305) 
= 10,500 ~ 6,170 - 3,640 
= 13,030 
;\ 
Y =j 383 - 3.0544(-85) - (-0.015)(-11305) 
I 
=1 383 ~ 260 - 170 
= 473 
Age conversion ~ebles. A series of factors for converting produc-
54 
tion of cows fr shening in Season 1 (February, March, April) at any age 
to a mature eq valent basis is presented in table 16 and compared to 
Dairy Herd Impr vement Association factors. To adjust to other seasons 
with the exper I ant station herd factors or when ~sing formula five, the 
, ' 
converted produ~tion should be increased or decreased, as the case may 
be, by the amounts given in the IQ column of table 10 for milk or butter-
fat. For example, a cow freshening in Season 2 (May, June, July) would 
be expected to :produce about 630 pounds of milk and 19 pounds of butter-
fat less than a cow freshening in Season 1 (February, March, April), 
• due to the effe1ct of season, and so forth. Since gestation did not 
have a SignifiJant effect on total production, the average number of 
days that cowsjcarried a calf during ten months, 166 days, was used. 
Although the t end is for production in the herd to increase from year 
I 
to year, it wo~ not be practical to predict any certain increase in 
years to come. I Therefore, the values for the years 1949 to 1953 have 
been used. 
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Table 16. Milk and fat age conversion factors for cows at Utah Agr. 
Exp. stl!. dairy rann, compared to D8.i.ry Herd Improvement 
Association fectors 
:r Age in E!E. sts. factors D.R.I.t. 
months Milk Fat factors 
24- 1.22 1.24 1.31 I 
2y 1.21 1.22 1.28 
4 
1.19 1.20 1.24 
1.17 1.18 1.21 
36 1.16 1.16 1.18 
39 1.14 1.15 1.16 
~ 1.13 1.13 1.12 
1.12 1.12 1.10 
1.11 1.10 1.08 
1.09 1.09 1.05 
1.08 1.08 1.04 
1.0? 1.07 1.03 
60 1.07 1.06 1.02 
63 1.06 1.05 1.02 
66 1.05 1.04 1.02 
~9 1.04 1.04 1.01 
i 
I 1.03 72 1.04 1.00 
75 1.03 1.02 1.00 
~8 1.03 1.02 1.00 
I 81 1.02 1.01 1.00 
I ~4 1.02 1.01 1.00 
I 
87 1.01 1.01 1.00 
I 
I 
90 1.01 1.00 1.00 
i 
93 1.01 1.00 1.00 
56 
Table 16. Continued 
Age in F:Jl2. sta I fsctor§ n.H.I.Al months Milk Fat factors 
96 1.01 1.00 1.00 
~9 1.00 1.00 1.00 
I 
I 
102 1.00 1.00 1.01 
I 
IQS 1.00 1.00 1.02 
108 1.00 1.00 1.02 
III 1.00 1.00 1.03 
114 1.00 1.00 1.03 
1117 1.00 1.01 1.04 ~ 1.00 1.01 1.04 
i 
123 1.01 1.01 1.05 
I 
126 1.01 1.02 1.05 
119 1.01 1.02 1.06 
13.2 1.01 1.03 1.06 
135 1.02 1.04 1.07 
138 1.02 1.04 1.07 
141 1.03 1.05 1.08 
144 1.03 1.06 1.09 
147 1.04 1.07 1.10 
150 1.04 1.08 1.10 
153 1.05 1.09 1.11 
1.06 1.10 1.12 
1.07 1.12 1.13 
1.08 1.13 1.13 
1.09 1.15 1.14 
168 1.10 1.17 1.15 
1 Kendrick (195j) 
I 
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The factorl in the age conversion table indicate that the pro-
I 
duetion of two tear old heifers in this herd is nearer their mature pro-
duction than th~ Dairy Herd Improvement Association factors show for a 
large population of cows. ftt least one of the contributing causes of 
this is the high rate of grain feeding to two year old heifers to attempt 
to induce maximum production for proving sires. Older cows are fed 
grain according to production, but at a lower rate. The high and low 
rates were developed by Bateman (1950). It may also be that the cows 
at the dairy experiment farm are inherently later maturing than the 
I 
average of the ~ows used to develop the Dairy Herd Improvement 
l Association facfors. 
In the years following maximum production, the cows in this herd 
I 
I 
tend to deClineimuCh more rapidly in fat production than in milk pro-
duction, indic8ring that the fat percent decreases with advancing age. 
I 
Effect 2! gestation 
Although in this study gestation did not effect total production 
significantly, it did have a significant effect on the shape of the 
I 
lactation curve~ Table 17 shows the month to month production of 
I 
I 
milk and butter~8t when ell variables unaer consideration, except 
I 
I 
I 
gestation, are ~onstant. Figure 6 gives a graphic illustration of 
I 
the curve. The!effect of gestation on total production is shown in 
I 
table 19. Ma~um milk production was found with cows carrying a 
calf 125 days. iThe study shows a tendency for the production of 
I 
pregnant cows to decline less rapidly than farrow cows early in the 
lactation but more rapidly in the latter pert of the lactation as 
gestation advances. In butterfat, the inclination vas for a slight, 
though insignificant, increase in totel pounds the longer B calf was 
58 
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I 
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Table 17. I Estimated month to month production of cows 109 months old, 
freshening in Season 3*, showing effects of gestation on 
lact~tion curve 
Days in Gestation 
Month 0 166 240 0 166 240 
Milk production Fat production 
1 1850 1770 1740 70 72 74 
2 1760 1760 1730 65 65 66 
.3 1590 1650 16,30 59 59 59 
4 1400 1510 1510 52 5.3 53 
5 1240 1.380 1390 47 48 48 
6 1130 1260 1280 43 44 45 
7 1060 1150 1170 39 40 41 
8 1020 1030 1030 36 36 37 
9 930 850 810 33 31 32 
10 7.30 560 440 26 25' 24 
Total 12710 12920 127.30 470 473 479 
*Season :3 • jlugrt J September J October 
Table 18. Esti~ated total production of milk and butterfat for cows 
freshening in optimum season B.nd a.t optimum age, showing 
etfect of gestation 
Day~ Nilk yield 
carrying at 109 mos. 
calf Season 4* 
0' 13050 
201 13110 
40 13170 
60 13220 
80 13250 
100 13270 
120 13280 
140 13270 
160, 1.3260 
ISO II 13230 
200 1 1.3190 
220 1.3140 
240 i 
I 
1,3070 
* Season 4 • November, December, January 
** Season 3 = A~ust, September, October 
Fat yield 
at 102 mos. 
Season 3** 
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carried during the 300-day period. This would seem to indicate that 
gestation may cause a great enough increase in fat per cent to more 
than offset the, lower milk flow. 
Effect gf different ~ periods 
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The an8lys~s indicated that there has been a general upward trend 
in production d~ring the past 15 years. This is very likely due to 
I 
I greater inheren~ capacity to produce, resulting from the breeding 
I 
I 
program. The trend is shown in the solutions in tpble 10 under too 
tor milk and butterfat. Table 19 gives the month to month production 
! 
for the three t~me periods with the other variables held constant. 
(See figure 7.)1 It may be noted that lactations in the later time 
I 
periods are incl, ined to be higher for the entire ten~onth period and not just in the early stage of the lactation. General considerations 
The manag~ent practices throughout the 15-year period studied 
I 
have been essentially the same. During the summer months, from the 
first of May to the latter part of September, the cows hsve been on 
grass with no supplemental hay or silage. During the winter months 
cows have receiyed three pourrls of silage per 100 pounds of body weight 
I plus all of thetalfalfa hay they would eat. During all seasons, 
I 
grain has been ted according to production. The grain ration has 
consisted primarily ot rolled barley, with up to 20 per cent of dried 
i 
beet pulp or ro~ed wheat when prices warranted their use. No high 
protein SUPPlemtnt has been fed. One per cent salt and I per cent 
bone meal have ten added to the grain mixture. Salt and bone meal 
have been fed Cree choice. 
I 
In this herd, heifers are bred as soon as possible after reeching 
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Table 19. Estimated month to month production of cows freshening at 
48 months of age in Season 4*, carrying calf 166 days, 
Showtng effect of three time periods 
Miik production Fat production 
Month 1939 I 1944 1949 1939 1944 1949 
to to to to to to 
1943 1948 1953 1943 1948 1953 
1 1400 1440 1550 56 57 62 
2 1360 1430 1520 48 51 55 
.3 1310 1400 1470 43 47 51 
4 1270 1350 1420 40 44 47 
5 1210 1300 1350 38 41 44 
6 1130 1230 1260 36 39 42 
7 1030 1130 1150 33 37 38 
8 880 1000 1000 30 33 34 
9 690 810 790 26 29 30 
10 420 530 500 21 25 25 
Total 10700 11620 12010 371. 403 428 
~ L~· ~ E~~ '1/3 
*Season 4 = Nov;mber, December, January 
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Figure 7 (8). Lactation curves showing effect of time periods on 
1fl11k production 
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15 months of age to freshen at about 24 months of age. Covs are bred 
I 
at the first h~at period 69 days after calvine. They are given six 
i 
weeks dry perio~ between lactations ~ithout grain. Calfhood vacci-
nation for brucellosis is practiced. The herd has been free from 
brucellosis since 1930. Since 1927 the herd has been on a proved 
sire program, 1Sing proved sires and sons of proved sires from the 
Huntley, Hontatia, station. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This study,i, of lactation curves of Holstein cows at the Utah 
I 
Agricultural F~eriment Station dairy farm indicates that lactation 
I 
curves can be q~te accurately characterized with five individual 
distribution coefficients, using the method of orthogonal polynomials. 
In 8 random sample taken from the 321 lactations studied, from 91 to 
99 per cent of ithe variation in milk and fat production could be account-
I 
I 
ed for with th~se coefficients. 
Covs freshening during fall and vinter months produced more milk 
and butterfat ~han those freshening at other times of the year. These 
cows go to pas,ure during mid-lactation when production is most readily 
stimulated by ~sture. As production of spring freshening cows de-
I 
creases duringlste summer, no added stimulus is given to reduce the 
rate ot decline. Co'Ws freshening during summer months respond simi-
larly to those ,freshening in the spring, and even though they are still 
I 
milking by the inext pasture season, production is low near the end of 
lactation and Jesponse to pasture is small. P.lthough production can 
I 
be increased by fall and winter freshening, it is difficult to regu-
late calving season of all co'Ws. Also, market conditions and pricing 
I 
I systems encour~ge uniform production throughout the year and may have 
more effect on economy of season of freshening than total production. 
Some stud~eB previously cited indicate that the peak of milk 
i 
production com~s during the first month of lactation. In other 
i 
studies highes~ production 'Was noted during the second month. In this 
study cows frespening in the spring and summer months produced more 
i 
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milk during the second month than during the first, while those fresh-
ening during the fell and winter months produced more during the first 
month. On the verage throughout the year, very little difference wes 
found between t e production of the first snd second month, the first 
being slightly 19her. Cows produced the most fat during the first 
month regardles:s of the season of calvinf.. 
Production of t~o Y€Rr old co~s in this herd was nearer their 
mature level of production than for coys reported in studies on larger 
cow populatlon~. The difference appears to be the result of the prac-
tice of feeding cows during their first lactation one-third more gre.in 
per pound of butterfat produced than durin£, subsequent lactations. 
This procedure lis followed in order to obtain 8 favorable expression 
of producing a,ility for proving sires with production records of two 
year old covs. I Maximum production for cows in the herd 'Was ree.ched 
i 
at about nine years of ege. The practice of culling heavily after 
the first lactation may make the cows appear to reach their peak of 
production at an older age than actually occurs, since only the high-
est producing crows remain in the herd to this age. I t may also be 
I 
that the cows in the herd are inherently later maturing than the 
I 
averages of lafge populations. 
i 
Gestation~ according to this study, had little or no effect on 
I 
total milk or tutterfat production but did effect the shape of the 
lactation 10 }.l.ilk production declined more rapidly than fat 
production 8S ~estBtion neared its te~ination. The use of 30O-day 
lactations has I limited the observed effects of lets gestation in 
this study. A study of longer lactations might indicate a more 
I 
definite etfec1 of gestation on production. 
During th~ 15 years included 1n this study, production of the 
herd increased ,from an average ot 365 pounds of butterfat per cow per 
year during the first five year period to 413 pounds during the last 
five year period. Use of proved sires and sons ot proved sires as 
66 
well as improved feeding and management practices have likely contrih-
uted to this increased production. As production reaches a level above 
the average for the breed, it becomes increasingly more difficult to 
increase prOduction, thus, less spectacular gains can be expected in 
I 
the future. ~ production increases noted in this study are well 
within the reac~ of the dairymen who follow B program of careful sire 
! 
selection along: with improved feeding and management practices to 
allow cows to e~ress their genetic potential more fully. 
Persistencr indexes for this herd were 91.59 for milk production 
and 91.70 for fat. These compared very closely with those given in 
other studies and indicate that the rate of decline in this herd is 
very similar to that in other cow populations. 
A more valuable study of the factors under consideration might 
be made if all ~ows remained in the herd for each consecutive lacta-
tion from two ~6rB to say, 12 or 14 years. In one herd, however, 
I it would be difficult to find enough cows meeting this requirement 
i 
to make a worthwhile study. This could be done by selecting cows 
from large populations, but this would fail to have the specific 
application to anyone herd such as was intended in this study. 
SUMMP.RY 
1. Three .hundred twenty-one lactation records of Holstein covs 
at the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station dairy farm have been 
studied to determine the effect of age, gestation, season, and 
periods of time on the lactation curve. These records consisted of 
the first 300 days of the lactation, divided into ten 30-day periods. 
All records from 1939 to 1953 of 300 days duration vere used. 
i 
2. For s~atistical analysis, lactation curves were expressed by 
a series of distribution coefficients, using the method of orthogonal 
polynomials. : 
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3. A ma1ematical model was set up. According to the theory of 
least squares, inorma1 equations were set up a.nd solved for each of the 
distribution coefficients. 
4. An analysis of variance dictated by the mathematical model 
was made for five individual distribution coefficients: 1'0, 1'1' /2, 1'3' 
1'4· (1'0 is th~ mean production; 1'1' the linear component of the lactation 
I 
curve; !l2, the iquedratic; ;03' the cubic; ;04' the quartic component of 
I 
I 
the lactation ~urve.) These five coefficients accounted for a very high 
per cent of the total variation in the lactation curves. 
5. Gestation vas found to have no significant effect on total 
I 
milk or fat pro~uction, but it did significantly affect the shape of 
the lactation c~rve. Age had a significa.nt effect on total production 
and the linear iresponse in both fat and milk production. It "'as also 
significant fot quadratic and cubic effects with fat. Time had a 
significant err'ect on total production and linear re sponee in both milk 
68 
I 
and fat production. Season hed a significant effect on all five 
components of the lactation curve studied for milk and butterfat yield. 
6. Using the solutions to the normal equations for each of the 
distribution coefficients, hypothetical lactations vere set up speci-
fying age, sea~on, time period, and number of days calf was carried. 
The effect of varying each of the variables under consideration while 
I the others rem'tined constant was demonstrated. 
7. Age conversion factors were developed which will apply 
specifically to this herd. Factors for estimating 30O-day lactations 
from shorter ~riods are presented. 
I 
[ 
~ 
I 
I 
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